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South Centre/ Beaufort Shelf

Onshore Offshore Cornlaftion

Abstract
An evaluation of recently acquired geophysical and geotechnical borehole data from the inshore
areas of the Mackenzie Delta have indicated the presence of a 15 to 18 km broad Inshore Basin
feature that has been created
by significant thermokarst subsidence. The subsidence is the result
of the themkarst thaw of the upper80-90 m of the frozen sediment column which has reduced its
volume by 15 to 20% resulting in subsidence of from12 to 18 m throughout the basin.In the study
area of the Akpak Plateau region the
offshore boundary of the Inshore Themkarst Basin lies
16 to 18 km from the shorelineof
approximately at the 6-8 m water depth contour which is roughly
North Point on Richards Island. The inshore boundary
of the basin liesin the region of 0.5 to 1 km
from the shoreline in 1.5 to 2 rn of water, The inshore boundary is believed to coincide with the
depth of freezing of the winter shorefast ice
along the coastline at which point the moderating
S°C
I and
temperatures in the water column resultin mean annual seabed temperaturesof +1 to +
thus the continued downward degradationof the permafrost toward the offshore. The thaw front
associated with this premafrost degradation
is observed to dip to seawardat an angle of from13 to
1 5 O with a distinctand well defined subsidence collapse basin edge directly above this steep thaw
f ront.
This Inshore Themkarst Basin feature provides significant sedimentary accommodation space
which Is believed to trap the coarser faction
of the sediments derived from shoreline erosion
in the
initial collapse edge of the basin adjacent to the thaw front. The finer silt and
clay factions are
moved offshore and deposited either within the central portions of the basin itself, or are moved
further offshore to be deposited as the offshore Unit A marine clays. Onlapped bedding horizons
some of these fines are deposited within the basin though
are noted within the basin which indicate
these are most likely the sitier and fine sand components which can withstand the higher energy
environments of the3 to 8 rn water depths without being swept away during summer storm events.
Throughoutthisinshore basin shallow gas isvirtuallyubiquitouswhichtotallymaskacoustic
penetration and seismostratigraphic interpretations throughout most of this region, Local acoustic
windows are observed near the offshore boundary and again near the inshore
boundary of the basin
with very random occurrences within antral
the portions of the basin. Itis believed that the majority
of these gases are simply"air that has been released during thaw of the
permafrost though some
fill sediments.
contribution of methane is likely from decaying organics trapped wlthln the basin
be
Because of the shallowgas masking throughout the basin a continuous seismic profile could not
obtained from the offshore to onshore regions. Seismoacoustic characteristics within the acoustic
show no indication of a lateral
windowscombinedwith a virtuallycontinuousboreholeprofile
discontinuity between the onshoreand offshore geological sections however. Thus it is concluded
that the geological sections are continuous and the UnitC sediments in the offshore correlate with
D marine clays offshore correlate with the Hooper
the KittigazuWMluit Formation onshore, the Unit
Clays onshore and the Unit E sands offshore correlate with the Kendall Sands onshore. Because
of the gentlewestward dipping offshore stratigraphic relationships (Lewis
1991) a question is raised
as to whether the Hooper and Kendall units defined beneath Richards Island (Dallimore
et.al., 1991)
are in fact correlative with thetype section units definedby Rampton, 1988 on Hooper and Kendall
Islands to the west.
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south Centrel Beaufort Shelf
lntroductlon

Significant effort has been expended on the understanding
of the Quaternary geology of the
Central Beaufort Shelf and the regions of the onshore Mackenzie Delta over the15past
to
20 years. These studies have resulted in two separate interpretations of the regions that
are somewhat at oddstoeachotherandphysicallyseparated
by adistinctbandof
approximately 10 km width. This separation is a result of the broad very shallow water,
virtuallyflat,areathat
bands theMackentieDeltacoastlineandhasbeanallbut
inaccessible to marine geophysical techniques and direct geological investigation in the
past. This study has attempts to breech this region by utiliiing recent geophysical study
programs and geological borehole studies to catagorize the potential correlations and to
outline the implications to the offshore geological model for the Central Beaufort Sea
currently in use by the Geological Survey of Canada. Figure 1 outlines the primary area
of study related to this program and locates the regions within the Beaufort Sea Coastal
Region.
The present study is concentrated in the region of Richards Island
on the Mackenzie Delta
and extends offshore onto the Akpak Plateau
and Kugmalllt Channel regions of Beaufort
the
Shelf. Since the discovery of the 300 to 400 million barrel Amauligak offshoreoil structure
in the 1980's there has been a high level of interest in the physical characteristics of the
shallow geologic section of the inshore region of the Beaufort Sea. An understanding of
theentireBeaufortShelfremainstheultimategoalofthe

GSC andthe

OilIndustry

Operators, however the zone between the Amauligak oil bearing structure
and the shoreline
of North Pointinthe NWT is thefocusofthisandotherrecentstudies.Directand
immediate interests pertain primarily to the geotechnical and geodynamic parameters of
these sediments in relation to the cost effective installation
of an offshore pipelinebetween
these two points.

The driving forces and primary concerns are strength of the sediments with relation to
are impacted by
.pipeline trenching requirements and sidewall stabilities and how these
factors such as ice scouring to determine minimum safe pipeline burial depths. Also of
concern are potential hazards such as thermal thaw subsidence related to degradation of
permafrost beneath the structures (both pipeline and offshore and onshore' facilities) and
be of sufficient volume and pressures
to
any shallowgas within the sediments which might

-PagePLewis Geophysi ConwIlKlg, 1099

affect the strength of the sedimentary materials. Ultimately a comprehensive understanding
of these characteristics are necessary to allow an environmentally sound, minimal cost
pipeline design and installation that will survive the anticipated production lifetime of the
offshore field. Without thispredesign information the presently speculated "over designed"
safety margin, projected costs of Amauligak development is un-economic at current and
nearterm(next
10-20 years)projectedworld
oil. prices. With anaccuratephysical
parameters and seabed dynamics knowledgebase it may, however, be possible to safely
reducethesedesignmarginsandthereforetotalprojectcostssuchthat
the Beaufort
offshore fields can be produced economically in a nearer term.
In order to properly understand the physical parameters
of these materials and particularly
their spatial distribution over the 36 km of this potential pipeline route, it has become

of theirdepositionalhistory,thermal
evidentthat a morefullydetailedunderstanding
environmentandcurrentthermalstatus
is required.This is particularlytruewithinthe

as the shallow waters of these
inshore 10 to 15 km of the presently proposed pipeline route

..'

regions have not generally been conducive to the study techniques used in the offshore and
within other regionsof the world.
This study looks at some initial nearshoredata sets that have recently been collected with
the aim of extending the understanding of the geological conditions inthis nearshore zone
andthustheassociated'geotechnicalconditionsalong
developments of the Beaufort Shelf.

with the overallgeological

scope ofwork
The present study is designed to look at the inshore portions of the Akpak Plateau and
of the south central BeaufortSea study
particularly the megatransect line within the region
area. The primary task has been to correlate recently acquired
seismidwbbottom reflection
profile data with borehole data'to refine the sutftcial sediment stratigraphy, stratigraphic
models and permafrost distributions of these sites. This study is ultimately to provide a
detailed spatial and geotechnical evaluationof the Amauligak to North Point pipeline route
zone that might be used as a guide to the design engineering of the pipeline for a more

the geotechnical borehole
detailed cost estimate. This entails collecting and summarizing

information in the local area as well as the inshore geophysical data and attempting to
catagorize theregioninto zones that will relate to different geotechnical and
seabed
dynamic regions for the purposeof specification of pipeline design.
Authorlzatlon
This report has been authorized underTask 4 of D.S.S. contract 23420-2-M194/01-ORC
issued to Lewis Geophysical Consulting. The program has been completed under
the
direction of Mr Steve Blasco of the Atlantic Geoscience Centre, of the Geological Survey
of Canada at Bedford Institute of Oceanography in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Funding has

been provided underTask 6 of the Panel of Energy Researchand Development (PEED).
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AkpaWKugmalllt and Richards Island Geological Background
The presently accepted geologic backgroundsof the onshore and offshore sections of the
Beaufort Shelf / TuktoyaktukCoastland study areas are complex in nature and at present
are conflicting. The conflicts are not so muchinsedimentaryenvironmentandsource
derivation of *these materials but in theirinterpreted age relationships.Thefollowing
subsections summarize both areas and attempt to define the primary discrepancies
in the
geological models forthe two regimes.
Onshore Areas
Rampton (1988) has presented an extensive summary of the Quaternary Geology of the
TuMoyaMuk Coastlands of the Northwest Territories. His study area covers the region from
Cape BathursttotheYukon
and. Figure 2 reproducedfromRampton
(1988) shows
Rampton’s study area and his physiographic subdivisions of the Tuktoyaktuk Coastlands
and adjacent areas. Figure 3 is a tentative chronology and correlation of lithostratigraphic
of these areas. Dallimore and Vincent,
units and geological events derived from his study
1991, have summarized and provided additional more specific descriptions
of the surficial
geological conditions in the North Head region of Richards Island related to the specific
borehole study associated with the onshore offshore transect study program. Figure
4 is a
simplified surficial geologymap of Richards Island reproduced from Dallirnore
and Vincent,
1991.
Withinthisextensivedocumentationthegeologicsection

of the NorthPointregion

of

Richards Island (area adjacent to the offshore study area) is described to consist of the

of Formationswith age determinationsbasedon
Rampton’s 1988 interpretations. The following summaries are from youngest to oldest:

followingFormationsandMembers

Parson Lake Formation sediments: (Recent Holocene lacustrine deposits):
The Parsons Lake Formation consists of recent sedimentary infill within the relict
thennokarst lakesdeveloped withintheregions.

The
thennokarst lacustrine deposits were formed through wave and current reworking
of debris introduced into the lakes by retrogressive-thaw flow
slides. The materials
andpresentlyextensive

-&ge6Lewis Geophysical carsulting, 1993

are similar in textureto the materialsconstitutingthesurroundingterrain.The
lacustrinedeposits are generallythinly bedded clay, siltandfinesandand
commonlyarehighinorganiccontent.Inmanyplacestheirbasesgradeinto
colluvium and containa large number of stones and fragments of wood and peat.
Shore zones generally have a concentrationof stones though well sorted gravelly'
beaches are the exception unlessthe surrounding sedimentary materials have high
concentrations of sands and gravels. These sediments are generally observed to
be between 1.5 and 8 m in thickness and correspondingly localized
in areai extent.
The refreezing of these materials after a lake has been drained commonly rmUltS
in pingo formation as observed throughout the study area. These sediments rest
unconformablyandwith local extentontop of eitherTokerPointmaterials
or
Kittigazuit sand materials depending on thelocal conditions and area.
Toker Point Member of the TuMoyaMuk Formation (early Wisconsin tlll? diamict):
On Richards Island these sediments are characterised
as till and associated gravel
and sand deposited directly or with minor reworking by glacier ice and generally
modified by cryoturbation. These till diamict materials have been noted to contain
up to 30% massive ice. In the region of Richards Island Rampton has mapped

1 m thick. Dallimore
and Vincent (1991) descrb the surficial veneer to be composed of a diamicton
which is either Toker Point till or till reworked by solifluction and other processes.
The diamicton is absent in some locations, but in other areas it may be up to 10
m thick (Note: borehole BHO1 recorded 27.7 m of sand diamict ????). Dallirnore
and Vincent(1991) report that theglacial episode which deposited these sediments
also cause substantial glaciotectonic deformation
(????) to the underlying sediments
of thickpackages of sediment. On
with some localizedthrustingandfolding
northern Richards Island the Toker Point sediments are commonly re-worked
to form
a typically thin lag gravel deposit. Throughout the region these till materials rest
unconformably on top of the Kittigazuit Sand Formation
these materials to be veneer sediments generally less than

Onshom offshore &nWtlon
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Kittigazuit Sand Formation ( Pre Early Wismnsinan Possibly Mid Pleistocene fluvial or
aeolian sands):
These sands are typically light brown in colour and of fine and relatively uniform
grain sire with a general lack of organics or fossils. The sands are typically thinly
bedded with individual
beds commonly 0.5 - 8 cm thick and rarely up20
to cm thick.
Individual beds may grade from silty fine sand to clean fine sand or from a clean
fine sand toa medium-fine sand. Their most characteristic featureis the presence
of large s a l e planar cross beds. In the RichardsIslandregionDallimore and
Vincent report individual "planar bedding sets are obsewed to be greater than 10
m high, dipping5 to 35 degrees mainly tothe east but wltti intersecting
sets dipping
in otherdirections.Thesandsrarelyshowthinsilty
sand interbedsandvery
occasional thin detrital organic bands. Rampton. interpretsthe foreset beds to be
indicative of a deltaic deposition by rapid influx of sediment during
a period of cold
dry climate. Paleoecological analysis of an organic-rich bedin an exposure in.the
vicinity of Mason Bay has revealeda relatively diverse plantand insect macrofossil
assemblage thought to reflect terrestrial depositional conditions (Matthaws,1988)
most likelyin the form of large aeolian sand dunes. Borehole BH-Ola on Richards
Island reports these sands to be at least26.5 m thick withthe baseof the unit at an
elevation of -22.5 m relative to sea level (Jenner and Blase0 in Dallimore, 1991).
The basal contact of the Kittigazuit sands indicates no channelling or weathering
conditions as it overlies the sands ofthe Kidluit Formation (Rampton, 1988).

Kidluit Sand Formation (Pre Early Wismnsinan Possibly Mid Pleistocene fluvial sands):
TheKidluitFormationconsistentlyisa
grey, well sorted ("dean"),mediumto
medium-fine grained sand. Commonly bedding is planar and horizontal to gently

and pebblylenses or pebbles, some with
granitic composition, maybe present within the unit.Some locations tndicate cross
dipping with coal andwooddetritus

bedded sequences up to20 cm thick wlth many lenses of wood detritus and coal
fragments. Fossil remains of both fresh water and marine mollusks have been
found within these sediments though the fragile fresh water species were more
complete suggesting little transportation while the marine specimens tended to be
-PBge8k i 6 Geophysiall consulling, 1gg3

som centrrrl Beaufott shelf
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broken and worn suggesting possible reworking from the underlying marine clay
sediments.Rampton,
1988 interpretsthesesedimentstoprobablyhavebeen
deposited on a broad alluvial plaln characterized
by streams withbraided channels.
Macrofossilsassemblagesindicatethatthe
area was characterizedbyclimate
typical of the northern boreal forest during deposition of these sediments. These
sandiare noted to be 7.9 m thick at an elevationof -22.5 m to -30.4 m below sea
level on Richards Island based on BH-Ola. These sands lie (unconformably ?) on
a clay horizon informally defined as the Hooper Clay.
Hooper Clay (pre-Early Wisconsinan possibly Illinoian? marina clays);
The Hooper day unit is a silty clay sequence containing abundant marine shell
fragments and shells. Some exposures on Hooper Island show the clays up to 10
rn thick and containing thin laminae of silt and sand. Beneath Richards Island the
BH-Ola borehole indicates that the clays are6.28 m thick at an elevation of-30.4
m to -36.68 m relative to sea level (Jenner and Blasco, 1991). Geographically the
Rampton's type section Hooper clays are noted to the westof Richards Island at
exposures on the Mackenzie BayIslands though are not noted within the sediment
below the TuktoyaMuk Peninsulaor for that matter40 km to the southin the vicinity
of Dennis Lagoon on Richards Island (Rampton, 1988). Type section exposure of
these clays on Summer, Hooper, Pelly and Kendall Islands have been described
as
glaciallydeformedby Rampton,1988.(Note:
atthistimethere
is no direct
correlation of the clays beneath Richards Island with the type section clays of the
western islands and these may not actually correlate with the Hooper clays) The
HooperclaysrestonKendall
undefined contact.

Sand- (informallynamedunit)sediments

on an

Kendall Sands (pre Early Wisconsinan Possibly lllinoian? marine(?) sands):
The KendallSand unit is the lowermost unit described
by Rampton in the study area
and is primarily a sandunitwithinterbeds

of silty clay,Thesands

containan

abundance of marine shell fragments andshells and are commonly mottled orange
in colour(onweatheredexposures

-

mottledblackandfetidsmellingonfresh

exposure). The shells and Interbeds of clays have been .interpreted to mean that
"9Lewis Goophypieal consulting, lgg3

these sediments havea marine origin though exposures show tilted
and deformed
character of exposures on Hooper Island. It is assumed that Rampton only had
access to the upper contact of
the. Kendall sediments and therefore theymay
represent nearshore transitional sediments grading to onshore fluvial or aeolian

deeper sections of the Kendall sands have not
sediments with depth. The base and
been noted in the study area. Borehole BH-Ola on Richards Island only samples
the top of the Kendall sands which are described as fine, olive grey sands at an
elevation of 36.68 m below sea level. Geographically Rampton only reports these
materials toward the west of Richards Island and has not correlatedthe unit to any
boreholes towardthe east..

Age correlationsof the described units is based on theobserved stratigraphic relationships
with respect to the interpreted glaciations in the region. Primarily the relative ages of the
sediments are limited by the Toker Point diamict which is interpreted to be a till that is
correlated to the Toker Point Stade glaciation on Tuk Peninsula and correlates with the
Buckland Glaciation (Yukon Territories)and the Franklin Bay Glaciation (AmundsenGulf).
These glaciations are assumed to
be Early Wisconsinanin age or approximately 60 to 100
thousand years before present. If this interpretation is correct then all deeper sediments
described above are assumed to be Middleto Early Pleistocene in age.
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Simplified

Offshore Areas
The geological model for the offshore areas of the Beaufort Shelf has been originally
defined and documented by O'Connor, 1980 and 1982. Thismodel was defined using
offshore seismic stratigraphy combined with borehole descriptions of the sediments and has
be representative
been accepted by theGSC and the offshore operators in the Beaufort to
of the offshore areas. This model has been somewhat extended and refined by Lewis,
1991 for the Central Beaufort Shelf area and many authors have contributed towards these
refinements over the past 10 years.
Table 1 summarizes the seismostratigraphic descriptions and stratigraphic relationships
of
the offshore geological model for the Central Beaufort area. This table is based on the
descriptions presented in OConnor,1980 and 1982 and has been expanded and detailed
within Lewis, 1991,

As an adjunct to the offshore model for the Beaufort
et.al.,
Hill 1994 has introduceda series
of informal formation names which he used to help explain the lateral variability of these
5 shows a
surficialunits as onemovesfromwesttoeastacrosstheshelf.Figure
schematic diagramof these formations with the OConnor designations along
the right hand
side of the diagram.
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TABLE 1 CENTRAL BEAUFORT SEA: SURFIClAL SEISWSTRATIGRAPHICGEOLOGIC MODEL SUMMARY
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Correlation Problems
After a comparison of the above descriptions of the onshore and offshore geological models
for the Beaufort Shelf and the Tuktoyaktuk Coastlands the immediate tendency is to draw
equivalence of onshore Kittigazuit and Kidluit sands with Unit
C, Hooper clay with Unit D and
Kendall Sand with Unit E basedonstructureandlithologysimilarities.Thiscorrelationis
further enhanced by the structural and lithological similarities to these
two sections detailed by
Jenner and Blasco, 1991 when describing thecore sections of the onshore - offshore transect
program conducted in 1990 (Dallimore, 1991 ).
The primary drawback to this correlation falls on sedimentary age discrepandes between the
two sections. According to careful age dating .sample selections in offshore Units C and D
these materials are interpreted to be less than 21,000 years old while Kittigazuit to Hooper
materials onshore are correlated to the Early to Mid Pleistocene 360,000 to 120,000 years.
This discrepancy has remained a major question because of the structural lack of continuity
of the seisrnostratigraphicanddirectgeologicalmappingoftheseunitsovertheinshore
shallow water zone which is 10 to 15 km wide over much of the Mackenzie Delta region.
of viewwiththe
Thisproblemhasbeenpartiallyaddressedfromageotechnicalpoint
Megatransectboreholeprogramwhichindicatesthatstructuralandlithologicsimilarities
correlate but still allows possibilitiesof discontinuities within the sections notas yet sampled.

If the offshore model and ages correct
are this leaves the question of exactly what
is the Toker

Point tWdiamict.

If it is young it would have to correlate with the Sitidgi Stade

glaciation which supposedly did not reach the Beaufort coastline. Therefore

most recent

some alternate
mode of deposition would be necessary to account for these materials over Richards Island
there is also the
and other regions of the coastal Beaufort areas. Along with this problem,
question of what has causedthe "glaciotectonic" deformations within the underlying sediments
ifthe area has not been overridden by ice
of the Late Wisconsinan period and these sediments
are young as described in the offshore model.

New Data Sets
Since the most recent geological summary interpretation of the Central Beaufort study area
completed in 1990-91 by Lewis (1991) a significant amountof data has either been collected
after this study or was under analysis at the time of this study and not available to that
synthesis. These studies included both offshore and nearshore geophysical studies as well
as additional geotechnical borehole programs that were conducted by both government and
industry since 1988. The previous compilations by Lewis(1991) and OConnor (1980, 1982)
utilized both industry and government data
sets up to and including the 1988 CCGS Nahidik
suwey program (for extensive track location maps refer to Lewis,) This
1991 program includes
and adds the following three data sets.

ARKTOS BETA / CCGS NAHlDlK

Duringthesummersuwey
seasonof 1991anuniquegeophysicalsuweyprogram
was '
conducted within the shallow water regions(0 to 7 m) off the northeastern shoreline of North
Point and within the intertidal breached lakes of the North Head Peninsula. This study was

GSC using the AMOS Betaamphibiousvehicle
conducted by MrSteveSolomonofthe
developed by Watercraft Offshore Canada
Ltd and ownedand operated by the Canadian Coast
of 1990 an experimental trial of this vehicle and geophysical
Guard.Duringthesummer
instrumentation configuratlon was completed in the Tuktoyaktuk area and described by Lewis
(1991). Additional instrumentation and modifications were incorporated for the 1991 season
and are describedin detail in Solomon (in press???). In totalsome 293 km of high resolution
boomer seismic and sidescan sonar data were collected along with some amount of marine
EM data and numerous grab samples. Full analysis of the coastal zone implications of this
and other more recent studies are being compiled and analyzed by Steve Solomon at
AGC
(personal comm.)
The unique feature of this survey program was that by using this amphibious vehicle, water

bars were not an access limiting factorother than the limitation of
depths and restricting sand

marine geophysicalsystems for their
operation. Also the vehicle was sufficiently self contained that it could reliably operatein the
remote regionof North Point in a safe manner withoutthe fear of becoming grounded on sand
havingsufficientwateravailabletosubmergethe

-Pagl?79Lewis Geophysi consulbng, 1863

bars or bogged down within the swampy terrain. Figure
6 shows the survey track lines
of this
program though note that because of the restricted waterways of the area much
of the track
plot could not be reproduced without significant overwriting
of the line andfix labels. To utilize
these data It was necessary to access lines on
a day byday or line by line basis using layered
systems on a video screen.
of these survey lines were
In addition to the Arktos survey lines additional offshore extension
completed during a short offshore geophysical survey and sampling program conducted from
the C.C.G.S NAHlDlK immediately following the inshore program
in 1991. These survey track
lines arealso shown on the figure and extend into offshore
the
regions continuing some
of the

lines collected with the Arktos vehicle.

Gulf Plpellne Studles
Gulf Canada Resources Limited, as the operating partner in the Amauligak Development
Studies Program has conducted both geophysical and geotechnical borehole programs along
a corridorextendingfromtheArnauligakdiscoveryduring
1988-89. These ,data were
previously held proprietary ,and
are used within this study
to extend the nearshore regions into

for detailed correlations with the borehole and cone penetrometer information.
the offshore and
Figure 7 is a track plot of the grid survey conducted over the proposed route. Sidescan,
bathymetry and Boomer seismic data were
collected along these track lines during the summer
season of 1988 and a detailed report was producedby McGregor Geosciences Ltd in 1989.
A summary report by Lewis (1988) was compiled on the basis of the central line of this grid

collected during the Nahidik 1987 survey program and integrated these data with the GSC
offshore geologic model.

-

Onshore Offshore Borehole Transect
During the spring and early summer

of 1990 an onshoreandon

ice geotechnical drilling

program was conducted by the GSC to investigate the geology and geotechnical conditions

of the Beaufort Sea Shelf andcoastal areas in the vicinity of Northern Richards Island. This
study was designedto extend and supplement the detailed geotechnical programs
of the Gulf
Pipeline study programs (EBA, 1988a and 1988b)in order to utilize the combined data sets

for a more comprehensive understanding the
of geological implications alonga single onshore
offshore transect.
Four deep and one shallow boreholes were completed along the shallow water extension
of
the pipeline corridor and 13 Cone penetrometer tests were completed as well. In addition 4
boreholes were completed in the onshore areas of Richards Island (Dallimore ed., 1991).

of the boreholes and
Figure 8 shows the locationsof these boreholes along with the locations
cone penetrometer test conducted during winter and summer Gulf drilling program in 1988
(EBA, 1988a and 1988b).

BELUGA BAY

FIGURE 6: ARKTOS BETA and CCGS NAHlDlK 1991 survey tracks in the nearshore regions of
North Point and Richards Island.
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FIGURE 7 Gulf 1988 survey linesalong

the proposed Amauligak to North Head pipeline corridor.
Note: Lines terminated 1 km north of plot grid.

BEWW BAY

FIGURE 8: GSC and Industry Borehole and CPT locations in the nearshore Akpak Plateau and
Kugmallit Channel areas of the Southern Beaufort Sea.
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Geophysical Observatlons

Thefollowingsubsectionsoutline
the seismostratigraphy of theoffshore,nearshoreand
transitionzone areas of the Richards Island Akpak PlateauandKugmallitChannel

-

physiographic regions of the Beaufort Shelf. In this study the offshore seismostratigraphy is
provided as a comparison basefor the data from the nearshore and transition zones which
are
the focus of this study.

Offshore Sebmostratlgraphy
The offshore seismostratigraphy of the Akpak Plateau and Kugmallit Channel regions have
been presented in significant detail within Lewis 1991 and -0'Connor
1980 and 1982 and
numerous proprietaryreports of the industry operators. The following sections are presented
primarily as a basis of comparison forthe later near shore sections and discussions.
Kugmalllt Channel Region
The seismic data within the Kugmallit channel is described in considerable detail here as it
type section for the offshore Central
represents a relatively distortion free seismostratigraphic
Beaufort Shelf area. This area is notable in the sense that Acoustic Permafrost Reflectors
(APF's) andshallow gas arerelatively rare inthisregionandtherefore
good quality
seismostratigraphic records can be obtained.Thisarea

is alsoprimarilyin water depths

greater than 10 m which representsthe offshore Beaufort shelf areas that were transgressed
quickly duringa period of relatively fastsea level rise throughout the Early and Middle portions
of the Holocene.
The Kugmalllt channel contains from 0 to about 20 m of Holocene Unit A and B sediments
overlying from 15 to 40 m of Unit C sands. Boreholes indicate a Unit D clay layer below the

sands which are usually not identifiableon the seismic records that are of variable thickness
from 10 to about 15 m. These clays overlie deeper sands of Unit E which are typically ice
bonded and present a high amplitude acoustic returnon the saismics.
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Most seismic records do not show a distinct differentiation between units
A and B within the
Kugmallit Channel, however, on occasion 3.5 and/or 7 kHz profiler records and occa$ionally
some boomer records will indicate a hazy gradational increase in internal reflectivity in the
depth zone of 2 to 5 m below the seabed. Figure 9 shows an example profiler and boomer
record fromthe pipeline corridor region that indicates this character. This vague transition has
been interpreted by this author (Lewis 1991) and some others to represent the transition
between units A and B. The primary distinction between the marine clays of UnitA and the
mixed silts, clays and sandsof Unit 6 is defined by geotechnical shear strengths and water
~

contents. Unit A marine clays and silts are typically very lose materials with water contents

of from 50% to 70% that exhibit shear strengths of typically less than 30 kPa.* The Unit B
materials tendto be noticeably stiffer with shear strengths between
30 and 100 kPa and water
contents in the rangeof 40% and tend to
be siltier with occasional sandandlor gravel intervals.

Unit A is generally not observedin water depths of less than about 15 m and in these areas
Unit B is typically observed to be exposed at the seabed. It should be noted that even in
deeper waters this vague boundary can onlybe interpreted from very good quality acoustic
very goad weather conditions (virtually flat calmseas).
records that were collected under

Figure 10 shows two portions of a seismic line within the Kugmallit channel portion

of the

Amauligak pipeline corridor which show thetypical character of the Unit A and B materials.

Record A indicates approximately a 12
m thickness of undifferentiated units
A and B sediments
just below the seabed. Figure B indicatesapproximately 8 m ofthesesediments.These
materials typically are unstratified on the seismic records consisting of silts and clays. The
reason that they are unstratlfied is attributed to the- dynamic and disrupting effects of ice
scouring rather than that they were originally laid downa in
massive character. Occasionally
high quality boomer and 3.5 kHz profiier records will show. local regions of discontinuous
stratificationthat is disrupted and truncated by scoursatrandomdepthswithinthese
sediments.
A & B materials
Generally the amount of stratification seen within these undifferentiated Unit
(usually within Unit B) increases toward the baseof the unit which lies primarily on top of a

peneplaned transgression unconformity designated by
U/C1
Lewis (1 991
) and OConnor (1 982)

and by McGregor (1 989). At thebaseofthissequence

Qese materialscommonlyrest
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unconformably on top of the older Unit C materials. It is noted that in many local areas the
materials lie over further finely banded and sometimes complex. stratified pond4 basin or
channel infill sedimentary materials that are of similar
if not identical composition. These basin
fill materials are interpreted to be lacustrine, riverine and or nearshore marine materials that
fall within an ambiguous unit designation. Some basins may have been only partially infilled
at the timeof transgression and therefore are all or partially filled with Unit
B materials (Figure
1OA) while other basins may have been completely filled and were essentially truncated and
6) which technically allocates these materials to
eroded down during transgression (Figure 10

C sequence,Theunconformable
base ofthesechannelllakebasin
sediments is designated U/CLby Lewis (1991) (to differentiateit from a deeper U/C2 defined
on the Kringalik Plateau) and was considered
to be U/C by O’Connor
by O’Connor to the west
(1982) while McGregor (1989) referred to this horizonas U/C2.

thenonmarineUnit

McGregor (1989) has allocated the undifferentiated sediments of Units A and B above the

U/C1transgression unconformity toa Seismic Sequence 1 andwe believe incorrectly indicated
these materials to be ascribed to Unit A alone.The

lower stratified materials (sometimes

above U/C)and the ponded basinfill materials found between U/C1 and U/CL were ascribed
to Unit B and Seismic Sequence2 by McGregor (1989).This present study and that of Li3wis
(1991) suggest that the ponded materials
are ambiguous in nature and depositional history and
therefore should best be ’ascribed to some new unit possibly designated Unit BC as some if
not all of these materials have likely been depositedprior to transgression. A parallel to the
onshore Parsons Lake lacustrine Holocene sediments mightbe made with these materials
The unconformity horizons U/C1 and
UKLdefine the top of the sand materials which constitute
Unit C withintheregion.Inapproximately
60”h to 70% of the regionbeneathKugmallit
channel these unconformtty surfaces coincideas a result of planation of U/C1
the transgression
unconformity and removal and redistribution
of the UnitC materials during transgression. The
seismic character of the UnitC materials is characterized initially by the high amplitude return
of the unconformity reflector and

then by athicksequenceofweak(lowamplitude)and

complex reflection patterns within the unit. Figures 9 and 10 indicate the typical response of
The faint and discontinuous reflections
Unit C materials on surfacetowedboomerdata.
characterizematerialsthatarehighlycomplexindepositionalcharacterwithnumerous

or truncatedreflecting patterns. These
seismic structures are similar to what may have formed undera braided stream environment

clinoforms,channelsstructuresanddiscontinuous
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with channels CrOSS-Cutting channels on numerous occasions and possibly interspersed with
observed.
eolian sand dune formation creating some of the clinoform structures
Figure 11 is an airgun seismic record from within Kugmallit Channel (just east of the study
area) which indicatessome of the deeper characteristics of UnitsC, D and E that are notwell
defined on the Boomer record of Figure 9 and 10. This data indicates thecomplex nature of

patterns are less
Unit C thoughthedefinitionofthecrosscuttingandcomplexreflection
definitive as a result of the lower frequency and resolution of this system. The record show
one occurrence ofa shallow APF horizon on the southern end of the line which clearly masks
all deeper penetration directly belowit and presents a uniquely high amplitude return on the
record. This record also indicates a more well defined relationship of the Units D and E than
are commonly encounteredin most records. On this record UnitD does produce an acoustic
reflection that can be mapped which is unusual on most records. Also Unit E shows a dual
reflection atdepth which was correlated to a shallow sand horizon overlying
a second silty clay
(Unit Epbjthat actually overlies the massive sands of Unit
E. The E and E' reflecting horizons
that
corresponding sedimentsare
show a high amplitude reflecting character which impliesthe
frozen sands. Toward the west the E and E' reflections commonly merge toa single horizon
with numerous local basin structures noted that are likely filled with Unit
E& sediments.
Borehole samples of Unit C indicate prirnartlya fine grained massive sand with occasional thin
interbeds of silt and clay (probably the base of fluvial channels) and occasional thin gravel
lenses (possibly the result of erosional winnowing and residual lag
coarser
materials). Beneath
theKugmallitchannelUnit
C is predominantlyunfrozenthoughlocalareasofAcoustic
to deeper within the unit but
Permafrost (APF) are observed as island like lenses that tend be

APF reflectionsto be
associated with coarser grained well bonded (frozen) sands containing
both V type visible and
N type non-visible ice (Unified soil classification and ground ice table in Appendix
A).
atrandomdepthswithintheunit.Boringshaveindicatedthese

Few offshore records indicate an identifiable reflection from the top of
D in
Unit
the area which

is a fine grained marine clay/silt composition (Figure
11 is a notable exception to this). These

materials are normally characterized on the seismicsby simply a lack of acoustic reflections
or a massive appearance in most instances. This unit is normally only truly identified with

borehole confirmation, though where these data are available it is apparent that the base of
(or deepest) channelling of the Unit C cross cut bedding essentially identifies the top of Unit
-?ago28Lewis Geophysical conwlling, lW
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D on the acoustic records. On most records the base of channelling
is highly variablein depth

within a 10 to 15 m range which suggests that the clays have been incised by these channels

and therefore the contact between C
and D is erosional in nature. This implies that there may
have been some unknown period of exposure of Unit D to sub aerial conditions subsequent
to the regression of the seas and prior to deposition of the overlying sands of Unit C. This
i reinforced by the observation of desiccation cracks within the clays of Unit D
implication s
observed In a number of boreholes. The boreholes also commonly refer to microfolds within
thebedding planes of Unit D whichmayimplythatthesesedimentsweresubjectedto
deformations sirnllar to those taking place within Units A and B at present associated with
seabed ice scouring. Alternately some deformation mechanism associated with the loading
of the overlying materials and/or freezingof these materials associated with c
ie aggradation
and possibly degradation may have caused the microfolding. These observed microfolds if
associated withice scour disruption of the sediment couldbe the reason that these materials
seldom provide any recognizablepattern to the seismic technique.
3 by McGregor, 1989 to
represent a transgressionbgressiondepositional cyde on the Beaufort Shelf.
Units C and. D togetheraredesignatedasSeismicSequence

Figure 11 indicates a high-amplitudereflectingsurface(reflector

U/CE) at a depthof

approximately 50 ms (42 to 47 mbelowseabed).This
reflector has been identified on a
regional basis torepresentthetop
of acousticUnitEwithintheregion.Unit
D rests
paraconformablyonthetopofthisreflectinghorizonandthehorizonishighlyplanar
in
character. This horizon is noted to be a near planar surface which uniformly dips (approx.
0.08') toward the riorth-northwest (approximately 339' True) within the site area. A related,

is sometimes coincident with horizon
slightly daeper, reflection (U/CE reflecting horizon), which
U/CE, is incised by numerousshallowchannel or basin like features beneath the Akpak
Plateau and below the Kugmallit Channel these reflectors diverge toward the east (Lewis,
1991). The acousticcharacter of theincludedmaterialsisreminiscent

of thebasin infill

materials observed between U/C1 andU/CL separating the sediments of Unit B from Unit C
in local areas.Acoustically
these Unit h,,sedimentsareoftenacousticallybanded
in
character, though the resolutions
of the seismics atthese subsurface depthsdoes not provide
detailed acoustic definitionof the bedding structuresas it does between the shallower (UC1WCL) unconformities.
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Akpak Plateau Region

The physiographic region of the Akpak Plateau represents a bathymetrically high area where

or neartheseabed.Thisregion
theunconformitysurfacesU/C1andU/CLareeitherat
contains a significantly high proportion of shallow "Hummocky Type Acoustic Permafrost"
(HAPF) and occasionally shallowgas within the sediment column which significantly degrades
the quality and interpretability of the high resolution seismic data that canbe obtained within
the region. Figure 12 is a typical airgun and boomer record from the. offshore portion of the
Akpak Plateau in water depths ranging from 23 to 28 rn. This regions indicates 4 to 5 rn of
recentHoloceneUnit
AIB sedimentsoverlying a smoothlyplanedgentlydippingU/C1
transgression unconformity horizon. In the central portion of the figure a broad shallow local
basin structureis noted that coincides with a broad zone
talik on the airgun record where good
definition of the UnitC acoustic characteris noted along witha well defined returnof the U/CE
reflecting horizon at a depthofapproximately
95 ms (80 to 85 m) below sea level. The
reflectinghorizonswithin.Unit C indicatehighlycomplexreflectioncharacterswithmany
discontinuous dipping bedsin what appears tobe almost random orientations. This character
has been referred toas the "normal character"of the Unit C acoustic response. Other regions
of this record are partially of totally masked by gas or ice characteristics. This record.also
indicates one of the typical responses associated with the HAPF's seen in the area. In some

case$ the HAPF's show distinct top and bottom reflections are
thattaken to indicate eithertwo
separate thin well bonded sands horizons of possibly an single thick well bonded sand lens.
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of theAkpakPlateauregiontherecords
commonly indicate a complex mixture of both HAPF's and shallow gas within the section.
These regions make
the reflection acoustics virtually un-interpretable over considerable lengths
of any transect line. Figure 13 shows a section of line NAH-88-PSA in whicha mixture of both
gas and APF is present indicating the significant masking that occurs in this situation. On
examination of the boomer
and airgun recordit is apparent that shallowgas is prevalent atthe
UJCL horizon and some has collected above within the Unit B? sediments. The airgun record
also shows a lower frequency high amplitude reflection deeper
in the section thatis tentatively
correlated with APF materials. F w r e 14 from line PS88-011 shows similar though siightly
different response whichis atttitxrted'to lower concentrations of shallow gas which allows the
acoustic permafrost high inthe area to be seen somewhat more clearly. These records both
of the deeper Unit E horizons.
show acoustic windows that occasionally allow mapping
In theshoaler 8 to15

mwaterdepthregions
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Often it is difficult or impossible to distinguish between permafrost and shallow
gas from
seismic reflectiondata alone throughout these areas. Either deep towed refractionseismis,
to identify acoustic velocities of the sediments and the ice features or direct sampling with
boreholes is necessary to accurately discriminate these features.
A number of highly localized
and generallysmall sited acoustic windows are noted within the area which allow interpretation
of continuity of the geologic section from the Kugmallit Channel region toward the west, at least
to within the lkit Trough. To the west of the lkit Trough and beneath the KringalikPlateau a
fining trend in the compositionof the Unit C materials has inhibited the formationof Acoustic
Permafrost and the resulting maskingof the seismic data that is associated with it.
These records aretypical of the Akpak Plateau regionof the offshoresection in water depths
of greater than about 8 m. In localized areasthe U/CL unconformity is seen to be directly at
the seabed though thisis not common throughout the area. The following section describes
and illustrates oneof these ridge features.

.. .

Nearshore Selsmostratlgraphy
The above sections
describe the offshore regions that are characteristic
of the Central Beaufort
Shelf Region and represent typical sections that have been used in
the definitions of the
1982, Blasco
offshore geological model for the Beaufort Shelf by previous authors (O’Connor,
et.al., 1990, and Lewis, 1991). The following sub-sections detail
the seismo-stratigraphyof the
shallower water regions (e1
0 m) and draws attention to the similarities and differences to both
the offshore and onshore geologic models and formations. The principal study area that
contains extensivedata, at present, consistsof the inshore regions of the Akpak Plateau in the

of Richards Island. Other regions do not,as yet, have
vicinity of Pullen Island and North Point

a comparison and contrast
sufficient geophysical and geotechnical data available to attempt
at this time.

The region that presently has the most comprehensive data concentrates within the Amauligak
to North Head Pipeline corridor and therefore this has been used

as a type section for this

study. Figure 15 is an interpreted seismo-acousticline drawing profile along the centre of the

pipeline corridor with an extension into the inshore regions via borehole and cone penetromet
testing. This section indicates a gentle bathymetric rise out of the Kugmallit Channel onto

a

region of the Akpak Plateau at 23 km from the shore terminal pointin approximately 10 m of
water. From here, the seabed rises at a very gentle slope to the shoreline. In the subsurface
theUIC1-UICLunconformityrisestotheseabedjustinshore
of the KugmallitChannel
boundary and this region
has been termed the Outer Sub-seabed Ridge section
theof
pipeline

exposed or nearlyexposedUnit C materialsextends for
approximately 4.5 kmalongthetransectbeforedroppingintoanInnerBasinregionthat
contains significantthicknesses (14 to 18 m)of Recent transgressional silts and clays overlying
an unconformity horizon. Stiallow reflections withinthese sediments are commonly obsewed
to outcrop at the seabed which could imply that the seabed is erosional in nature and the
transgressionunconformity (UICl) hasnot as yetcompleteditsdown-cuttingofthese
sediments.Alternatelythismayimplycontinuedbasinsubsidencewithinthis
tone and
corresponding onlapping sedimentation.
corridorprofile.Thisregionof

fragmentsandorganicpockets.Seismicrefractionoverthesefeaturesindicatedacoustic
velocities in the range of 1700 to 1900 m/s which was originally interpreted to represent gravels
or possible ice. APF reflections are noted very shallow in the section below this region and
boreholes have confirmed frozen materialsas shallow as 8 m below theseabed (PS88413).
The highly reflective nature
of this unconformitysurface therefore most likely relates to the shell
and organic -veneer that may generate a thin shallow gas zone which results in the highly
reflective character.

feature are generally masked by high amplitude
The deeperzonesbelow this sub-surface ridge
APF reflectors which have been correlated to frozen sediments on numerous of the boreholes
along the transect. The sub-surface ridge feature has been mapped on adjacent and crossing
lines and runs generallyin a NW to SE direction which is roughly parallel to the boundaryof
theKugmallitChannelinthisvicinity(McGregor,
interpretable continuity ofthedeeperUnit

1989). Throughoutthisregionlittle

D and

E reflecting horizons can be maintained

allow glimpses of the deeper
though occasionally acoustic windows are encountered that
structures which strongly suggest continuity of the stratigraphic sectionthethrough
region. The
HAPF reflecting frozen sedimentsare correlated to theareas under the ridge features and are

not observed on the records inshore of this ridge and are only occasionally seen offshore
also towardtheinshoreareas
beneaththeKugmallitChannel.Throughoutthisareaand
shallow gas becomesincreasinglycommonin
the sectionwhichcompoundstheseismic
masking that is observed.

South Central Beaufort Shelf
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Hooper Clays onshore). Deeper reflections tend to be variable
in amplitude and disjointed
stratigraphically which likely reflects gas or ice enhanced local reflectivity variations. One
possible explanation of this could
be a thaw front passing though the depth ranges
of 32 m on
the inshore end of the record to approximately45 m just beyond the centre of the figure. In
this area the topof Unit E is at a depth of approximately50 m below sea level on this display.
andouter
inner areas
Based on the seismic profiles within the acoustic windows from both the
of the inshore basin region there are no distinguishing features that might indicate differing
stratigraphic sequences from offshore to verynearshore and thus, probably the onshore
section.

Inner Basin
To the southof the outer sub-seabed ridge feature an unusually extensive region
of thick Unit
B materials are observed within
a broad inshore basin like feature which extends virtually from

km 19 of the centre profile

to theshorelineof

North Head.Thisregion

is poorly mapped

acoustically owing to two factors. First the general water depths are 7 m or less and many
survey vessels are unable to work in this region because of draft restrictions and secondly
because the region exhibits extensive acoustic masking
as a result of broad areas of shallow
gas within the section. As a result the definition of the seismostratigraphic character in the
region is restricted to
a limited numberof localizedzones of acoustic windows through the
gas

masking and hasbeen highly supplemented by interpretations based on the borehole CPT
and
transects carried out by Gulf and the GSC during 1988 and 1990 respectively.
Figure 18 is a map of the regions that
are seismically masked by shallowgas based on recent
*

offshore by integration of an ice
survey data in inshore areas and has been extended into the
(APF) and gas mappingof the offshoreregionbyO’Connorpublishedin
1985. The single

diagonal hatched region in the inshore region is representative of masked areas that

are

attributedto solely shallow gas trappedwithinthesediments.Inmost
cases the gas is
prevalent within the shallowsilts and clays infilling the broad inshore basin noted above and
occasionally is noted at the unconformity surface at the base of these Unit B(?) sediments.
The cross-hatchedregion in theoffshore represents areas where a mixture
of shallow gas and
Acoustic Permafrost reflectionsmask the deeper penetration of the records (from O’Connor,
1985 based on ESSO data set). In this offshore region the masking is typical of that shown

in Figures 12, 13 and 14 as discussed for the Akpak Plateau and is normally within the Unit
C sediments (ice and gas) and occasionally within the overlying Unit B materials (gas). The
offshore masking regions tend be
to more localized in nature and are likely associated with
old
drainage patternsand the topographic highs that preserved permafrost while
the lower areas
represented lake or riverbasintalikfeatures.Thehatchingboundarydisplayedhere
represents the approximate offshore limitof the inshore basin structure.

I
I

FIGURE 18: Akpak Plateau and inshore regions that are acoustically masked by shallow gas (inshore)
and or mixed Acoustic Permafrost and gas (offshore). (regionnorth of 7745000 N based
on O'Connor. 19851

I
I

It is noted that most of the inshore region is acoustically masked
by gassy sediments though

there are relatively extensive acoustic windowsthenear
offshore boundary of
the basin feature.
Also in the region just adjacent to the shoreline
of North Head acoustic windowsare noted that
appeartofollowthecoastlineandmay
be related to recentinundationoftheseregions

(discussed below).
The following sections outlinethe acoustic characteristics of the gassy and acoustic window
portions of this inshore basin.

Gas Masklng Zones

Figure 18 indicates the presently mapped extent of the shallow gas distribution
in the inshore
basin zone.As is evident from this map the seismic coverage
in this area is extremely sparse,
particularly inside the 5 mwaterdepthzone.IntheregionsurroundingPullenIslandand
particularly to the southwest
of Pullen Island onthe few lines into Beluga Bay
the gassy zones
are virtually ubiquitous. Thereare no data in the immediate vicinity
of the southern portion of
Pullen Island and the. boundary
is speculated through this region.
This shallow gas masking effectivelyeliminatesseisrnostratigraphicinterpretation

of high

it occurs
resolution profiler, boomer and most airgun seismic records below the depths were
in the sediments. Within extensive regions of this inshore region thegassy zones tend to be
trapped approximately 1 to 2 m below the seabed effectively restricting or masking any deeper
penetration and interpretation. Figure 19 shows an example of this type of masking on the

inshore end of the pipeline corridor (LlneNAH-87-PIPE at approximately km 12-13) and it is
noted that the gases tend to be trapped below low reflectivity and presumably relatively

over some areas of the section. These stratigraphic horizons
impervious stratigraphic horizons
is observed
are breachedin many locationsand the characteristic gassy acoustic backscatter
to migrate toa slightly higher trapping layer. This breaching and jumping up and down of the
gassy zones is common and indicative
throughout the area.

of the gaseous nature of this masking obstruction
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Figure 20 is a record furtherto the north from the transitionarea within the offshore acoustic
window. This record shows local isolated concentrationsof shallow gas backscatter that mask
lower reflections. This record also shows the surficial sediments that infill the inshore basin
to be onlapping the offshore ridge structure towardthe north.

Gas testing of borehble samples thorough this area has generally not shown significantgas
contents though the acoustic masking horizons are sometimes associated awith
sandy layer
underlying finer clayor silt layer. In these cases it isassumed that the overlying clay/silts are
acting as ai capping layer and the sands provide sufficient void space for bubble formation
which in evenvery low concentrationsignificantly alters the acousticproperties of the
sediments (Strachan, 1985, Whelan et& 1977).

Acoustic Wlndows
The local acoustic windows within the inshore basin region provide us with the only areas
where the seismostratigraphy of the region can be effectively viewed and interpreted. This
basin area is seen to extend from approximately
km the pipeline corridor to within 200
19 along

to 500 m from the shoreline of North Head, with the exclusion of Pullen Island. Most of the
gas masking zone in themgionis concentrated within the middle to upper regions
of the Unit

B silt and clay infill rnateriats and as a result, even the depositional interpretation of these
effect of these characteristics
materials is restrictedto the acoustic window zones. The overall
are that the seismostratigraphy
throughout the basin is localized and
thus can onlybe inferred
from the acoustic windows and must
be supplemented and extended by borehole data through
much of the region.
There are two basic zones of acoustic windowing
in this inshore basin region, along the
the inshoreregionpredominantlyjust
offshore boundaries of the basin (northem) and in
adjacent to the coast (southern). In the norttiem window zone the stratigraphy follows the
normal pattern ofthe Beaufort Sea geological model withthe exception that there Is virtually
no occurrence of the soft Unit A material and presumably because of the shallow water
(limited
ice scour) the stratigraphy within UnitB is presewed.

Onshore offshore Correlation

south central BeaufortShetf

shallow gas masking withgood penetration and definition on the boomer
record. The areais
in approximately 3 m of water and the seabed is virtually flat and smooth with a very slight
offshore slope. A well definedunconformity horizon is seenktween 8 and about 12 m below
sea levelwhich also dips somewhat irregularly toward the offshore. The sediments overlying
this unconformity exhibit a distinct reflecting horizon that merges with the seabed
at the SW
end of the record and is approximately 1.5 to 2 m below the seabed on the NE end of the
record. This horizon suggest an onlapping depositional environment for the materials above
this reflector, alternatelyit could be representative of continued erosion by wave base in the

a slightly higher internal reflectivity and
region. The sediment below the onlap reflector exhibit
the correlating higher resolution IKBtine and Cone records indicate a complex basinfilland
cross beddeddepositionalenvironmentsimilartothatofFigure22.Thisstratigraphic
relationship may be the nearshore equivalent of the buried local unwnfomity surface noted
in Figure 21and the truncatedoronlappingreflectingsurfacenoted
in Figure 20 in the
offshore acoustic windows and shallow gas sections. Below the U/CL unconformity surface
the records indicate approximatelya 20-24 m thickness of massive sediments with complex
moderate to highly reflective acoustic character-that is similar and probably equivalent
to the
of the offshore UnitC sediments (KittigaruWKidluit sands
complex cross cut bedding structure
onshore). Within this sequence local high to very high acoustic reflectors are observed which

or thin frozen sediment layers that
could be either shallowgas enhanced stratigraphic reflectors
enhance the acoustic returns. From a depth of approximately 32 to 39 m a thin horizontal
sequence of’reflectorsare noted that approximately correlate with the
Hooper Clay sequence
in the onshore section andare associated with UnitD in the offshore. This (clay?) sequence
may be more visibleonlhese inshore boomer data thanis common in the offshore due tothe

source to the seabed in this region, or possibly they have been
shallow water coupling of the
enhanced due to the digital processing that theserecords were run through to produce this
display.
Figure 24 is a second boomer/ mini-streamer record from the very inshore end of the Pipeline

is noted adjacent to the shoreline (approx
Corridor within the nearshore acoustic window that

is also in 2 to 3 m ofwaterandshowsthick (8 to 13m)
silts, claysand possibly.sandy recentsedimentsoverlyingadistinct

km 2.4 to 3.6). This example

accumulationof
unconformityhorizon.
Inthiscasenoonlappinghorizon
is notedhowever.Belowthe
unconformity a 20 to 27 m thickness of massive to cross-cut bedded sediments are observed

to overlie a horizontal reflecting horizon believed to represent the top of Unit
“age51LeA Geophysical conwlmg, 1993
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South Central Beaufort Shelf
Onshore Offshore Permafrost Transltlon

The primary reasons that the very shallow water survey concept and the ARKTOS

BETA

program was initiated has been related to the need to study and possibly map the onshore to

offshore geological and permafrost transition and the nearshore shallow regions of the Beaufo
Sea. Attempts to map the offshore stratigraphy tothe onshore had previously been restricted

a continuous seismic profile from the offshore areas
right into
because of the inability to obtain
thebeach,andthuscorrelate
it withtheonshoregeologicsection.Alongmost
of the
Mackenrie Delta coastline the very shallow waters have resulted in approximately a 10 km
data gap between the onshore/ offshore geologic sections. The 1991 ARKTOS BETA survey
program provided a number of transects that terminated at the shoreline and these have
with degradation of the
permafrost occurring overa very narrow band just beyond the areas
of winter bottom fast ice
( A .5 to 2.0 m of water).Inmany
cases theacousticpermafrostcouldnot
be clearly
delineated on the approach lines and initially this was puzzling. Inwas subsequently noticed
that on oblique approaches to the shore
a reflection that appeared to cross the geologic
stratigraphy was observed. This reflector is interpreted to be the thaw frontof the degrading
permafrost and is observed tobe so steep (in terms of seismic profiling display formats) that
on a perpendicular approach to the shore in would effectivelybe near vertical on the normal
seismic display even at the slow 2 knot survey speed of ARKTOS BETA. As a result of this
characteristic the permafrost boundary wouldbe virtually un-interpretable as a thaw front on
a perpendicular or steep angle approach to the shoreline.
effectivelyshownthatthepermafrostboundary

is verysteep,

of Reindeer
Figure 25 is a boomer record from an oblique approach to the northeastern shore
of Hanson Harbour. Just seawardof the nearshore sandbar at theESE
Island just to the north
end of the line a very high amplitude APF reflector is seen to dip ina seaward direction with
an apparent slope of 20 m over approximately250 m of the line length ( approx 4.5 deg). On
the assumption ofa straight shoreline and permafrost break in relation to the survey line this
12". Thethaw
apparent dip translatesintoatruediponthishorizonofapproximately
boundary becomes ambiguous ata sub-sea depth of approximately 20 m and might continue
at roughly the same angle to a depth of 40 m on the WNW end of this display or it may
m depth
shallow out and run nearly horizontal along the slightly enhanced reflections 20
at the

level. The character ofthe Unit C (or Kittigazuit) sediments above the
APF thaw front is highly
.

.
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reflective with numerous small hyperbolic reflections. This character couldbe caused by one
or more of the following three possible factors:
1

Hyperbolicscouldrepresentbouldersandcobbleswithinthesediments(notapparent
from boreholes andCPT’s)

2

It might indicate that the stratigraphy has been completely jumbled through the cycle of
(collapse) of the permafrost.
first aggradation (expansion) and’subsequent degradation
This might form many smallblocks of semi-competent sediments that would cause the
hyperbolic reflection patterns.

3

They might be the result of the thawing of these sediments (and possibly massive ice)
that would likely release air bubbles trapped within the ice and sediments and that these
are presently migrating up through the sediment column and escaping at the seabed.
These migrating gas pockets could produce the highly reflective hyperbolics that are
seen throughout the first18-20 m of the sediment column and extending virtuallyto the
seabed.

The third possibility would explain

the fact that further offshore the surficial clay-silt infill

clear of gasses andthenshow

gas trapping as the claylayersstartto
consolidate and form an impermeable trapping horizon.
sedimentsare

zone azoneofcomplexstratigraphy
is notedfrom a depth of
approximately 16 to 22 m. that is represented as the alternate thaw boundary on the figure.
Below thehyperbolic

This region mightbe associated with the fact that the underlying UnitD days (Hooper Clays)
either were never frozenand thus did not collapse and disrupt the overlying stratigraphy,

or

that these sediments have not as yet completely thawed and still retain
some of their original
depositional stratigraphic character.
Figure 26 is a section of record from an acoustic window along the western shoreline of the
inner part of Hanson Harbour, to the south of ReindeerIsland. This portion of the surveyline
arcs slightly awayfrom and then back towards
a slightly concave shorelineand appears to run
The record indicates approximately
along the edgeof the permafrost thaw front in this region.
10-12 m of recent basin fill materials and a U shaped moderate to high amplitude APF type

South Central Beauforf Shelf

Onshore Oftshore correlation

reflector that extends to a depth of approximately 25-28 m at the furthest extent into the
harbour basin. In the upper portions there
are again a number of hyperbolic reflections within
both the Unit C (Kittigazuit) sands and within the infilled Holocene sediments
of Unit B (and/or

central portionsof this record some deeper,highamplitude,
stratigraphically controlled APF reflections are seen which most likely represent the still frozen
sands of Unit E (or the Kendall Sands). Acoustic penetration to these depths is apparently
possible becauseof the lessor attenuating and backscattering characteristicsof the Unit D (or
Hooper) clays that would be expected at approximately the base of the thaw front in
this
ParsonsLakeFm).Inthe

location (possibly unfrozen or partially unfrozen dueto interstertial salts in the clays).

of a
HansonHarbour is roughlycircularin shape andprobablyrepresentstheremains
transgressedthermokarstlake that has been breachedandinundated by the sea. Itis
estimated that the slope of the permafrost thaw front
in this region is approximately14-15" or
steeper fromtheserecords and may be slightlysteeperthanwould be expected along the
open shoreline. This would be due to the potentially longer warming period associated with
the thermokarst lakes existence priorto marine inundation.

E

Discusslon
Observations of the seismic characteristics associated with the offshore, shallow basin and
verynearshoreregionsoftheareaaround
North Headleadtoanumberofspeculative

and sedimentdynamics of theregion.These
conclusionsregardingthegeologicsection
seismic observations are incorporated with data from an ovenriew of the geotechnical borehole
data in the area to suggest some levels of modification to the onshore
transitiontone.Thefollowingobservationsandspeculationsaremadewith

/ offshore geologic
the implicit

understanding that continuous seismic observations fromthe offshore areas to the near and
onshore areas were not possible due to the shallow
gas masking in the nearshore basin
region. Throughout the following discussions questions and points that are felt to require
further confirmation or data collectionare included when relevant.

-

Geological Onshore Offshore Correlations
Both the seismic and the borehole data that is available provide no evidence
a significant
for
angular unconformity or break in the continuity of geological formations from onshore to

that the Unit C materials show essentially identical
seismostratigraphic character (cut and fill / cross-bedded) in the offshore areas as they do
within the local acoustic windows in the nearstiore regions. The stratigraphic relationship of
sand over clay over sand (Unit C over Unit D over Unit E or KittigazuitlKidluit Sand over
Hooper Clay overKendallSand) is identical in both the offshore, nearshore and onshore
sectionsbothfromseismicandboreholeobservations.Inadditiontothisthedetailed
sedimentological analysisof the boreholes of the onshore
I offshore transect section identified
virtually identical depositional, colour and grain size relationships
from the onshore, nearshore
Blasco, 1991). Based on these observation we conclude
and offshore boreholes (Jenner and
that thegeologic sections and therefore formations are continuous between the offshore
Akpak
Plateau and the onshore North Point/ Richards Island sections.
offshore. The marine seismics indicate

With this conclusion we are left with a major difficulty associated with the relative agesof the
onshore (old) and offshore(young)geologicalinterpretationsforthe
discrepancy might be resolved by:

two areas. This
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Permafrost Dlstrlbution and Degradation
Inshore of the Outer sub-seabed Ridge feature along the pipeline corridor, Acoustic Permafrost

is conspicuous by its absence within virtuallyall seismic data within the inshore basin feature
(from approximately 17-18 km offshore to 0.5-2 km offshore). No indication of shallow APF
featuresarenotedwithin
the Unit C materialsuntilthepermafrosttransitionzoneis
a kilometre of the shore and where water depths of less1.5than
encountered, generally within
2 m are encountered. The boundary between thea l l gas acoustic masking and the offshore
mixed gas and ice masking regions shown on Figure
18 approxlmates the offshore boundary
of the inshore basin feature where permafrostis no longer observed on the seismic data.
1991 described the permafrost encountered in
the onshore-offshore borehole
Taylor and Allen,
transectandnotedthatthethreeinshoreboreholesshowedunbondedconditionsto
considerable depth. In fact BH02 did not encounter ice bonded sediments until a depth of

approximately 90 m below sea level. Figure 27 is a plot of the temperature measurements
BH2,
from the four offshore boreholes which clearly indicates that the temperatures
for3 and
4 are well above the freezing point for considerable
depths below the seabed while themost

offshore borehole (BH05) is well below the freezing point both at the seabed and at depth.
Figure 28 from their study shows the extrapolated mean annual bottom water (sediment)
temperaturesrelatedtothewaterdepths
at the drillinglocation, Both figuresalsogive
temperatures for thelsserk wellsite which is even further offshore on the Akpak Plateau. This
temperatureregimeimplies that in theoffshoreareawithwaterdepths
of greaterthan

approximately 7 to 10 m are therefore ina subfreezing environment and thus permafrost within
.the sediments would not be degrading at present. These offshore temperatures are associated
with the influence of Arctic Ocean waters while
the inshore region is influenced by the warm
water outflow of the Mackenzie. Thus regions inshore of this depth are within a zone of net
permafrost degradation.
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These temperature andc
i e bonding conditionsled Dallimore (1991) and Dallimore and Taylor
(1 992) to produce the drawing of temperature isotherms and ice bonding conditions for the
inshore area of the pipeline corridor shown in Figure 29. This drawing indicatesan extensive
talik region along the inshore portion
of the pipeline corridor. The implicationsof this extensive
talik regionare that considerable thermokarst subsidence will be associated with the thawing
of the ice within these sediments as there is 10% to 40% by volume of excess ice within the
sediments of the Kittigazuitformation(Dallimore and Taylor,1992). It is this process which is
believed to be the cause of formation of the Inshore Basin feature described earlier.
inshore Basin Formatlonand Depositional Envlronment
The major inshorebasinfeaturenotedthroughouttheprevioussectionsextendsfrom
approximately 17 to 18 km from shore in water depths of 6-8 m toward the shoreline to water
depths of approximately 2 m. In the region .north ofNorth Point, Pullen Island is a local high
in the overall basin feature which
is continuous on the east and west sidesof the island. The
offshore margin of the basin is only vaguely defined at present due to the limited number of
survey lines that extend into the basin outside
of the pipeline corridorarea. Observations over
the Akpak Plateau indicate that in many areas there are channel like depressions in the
offshore highs that are suggestive of drainage patterns and/or older thermokarst lakes with

same acoustic
associated talikzones (Fortin, 1986 and 1989). These depressions present the
andgeneralphysiographiccharacteristicslocallydistributedthroughthe
plateau that are
observed the inshorebasinandeffectivelycomplicatethedefinitionandmappingofthe
oflshore boundaryof the basin itself,and imply that the boundaryis highly irregular in nature.

of the inshore basin featureis
The seismic and borehole observations suggest that formation
of thermokarstsubsidence of thearea.Observations
of theonshore
sediments of the Toker Point and KittigazuiVKidluit sediments indicatethat they contain from
10 - 40% excess volume of ice with higher concentrations near the surface just
(ie. below the
active layer). Dallimore and Taylor,1992 suggest that settlement in the order of 1 m for every
10 m thawed are realistic from liberation of excess pore waters based on the bulk densities
and water contents
found in ?he onshore and offshore boreholes
along the transect. Theyalso
note that settlement could exceed10 m for a 30 m frozen thicknessif massive ice layers are

primarilytheresult

encountered as are observed in some regions of the North Head onshore section. Simple
thaw of interstitial waters will result in a 10% volume reduction of the water contents which
would account for up to 5% of the subsidence (assuming 50% water contents). Additionally
thaw of the visible ice component which would result
in expulsion of the interstitial waters could
account for a further 0% to 30% reduction in volume of the sediments. Thus simple thawing
to 90 m depth wouldlikely result in approximately a 15% reduction in volumeof the sediment
column or approximately13.5 m of subsidence whichis consistent withthe observed thickness

of the inshore basin feature (12 - 18 m).
of thebasiniscomplexand,thoughrepresentedontheprofileof
Figures 15 and 29, at this point in time we feel that these representations may not adequately
describeareasoutsidethepipelinecorridorzone.Because
ofthecooler
sea bottom
temperature regime in the offshoreit is unknown if the offshore boundary of the basin feature
is actively migrating to seaward (or shoreward) or if it represents a currently stable state
condition. The inshore boundary of the basin is known to be currently active based on the
measurable shoreline retreat rates along the coast (Hill,
1991, Solomon, pers. comm.). Figure
30 is a schematic representationof what we believe the inshore, currently active, boundary of
the basin entails. This figure indicatesa complex and active shoreline area with wave action
erosion and bottom fast ice erosion currently playing
an active roll in cutting backthe coastline.
cut back the high
Thermokarst collapseof the seashore cliffs along with wind and rain erosion
ground and move sediments to the beach where wave and ice erosion combine to transport
these material toward the offshore. This nearshore action plains the land surface first to sea
level and thenerodes the beach areas to depths of at teast 1.5 to 2 m below sea level.
The offshore boundary

In water depths ofless than 1.5 to 2 m the wintersea ice freezes down to the
seabed and thus
allows thermal transfer of the very
cold winter temperatures intothe seabed sediments. Thus
the region is maintained at an annual surficial sediment temperature below the freezing point
and as a result the nearshore zone maintains a net permafrost stable condition. Because of
the higher heating capacity
of the nearshore watersit is likely that the active thaw layer at the
seabed is deeper in this region than would be the case on shore where air
is the primary
thermal medium. Once the erosion (predominant) and/or relative sea level rise (secondary at
present) has lowered the depth to the point thatthe winter ice no longer freezes solid to the
seabed the thermal conditions dramatically alter to the point that the mean annual seabed

of the
temperatures are in the order of +l to +1,5OC. At this point the active layer degradation

permafrost level becomes continuous andthe permafrost thaw front will continue downward
on an annual basis. The rate of progression of the thaw front will
be a function of the thermal

but will be slowed
conductivities of the sediments and the annualized seawater temperatures
by the latent heat of thawing of the ice within the sediments. Presently
limited observations
indicate that the thaw front dips to seaward at an angle of approximately
13 to 15" though this
might not berepresentativeof all regions. This angle would also likely vary as a function of
thewaveandcurrentactionsalong
the shorelineandsubsequentretreatrates
of the
shorelines. Thus a protected cove(or thermokarst lake) where waveand current actions are
reduced might produce a steeper angled thaw front than a. highly active open shore where
erosion is higherandtheshoreline is retreatingfaster.Atthistimethereareinsufficient
seismic or borehole profiles across the thaw front to confirm these suppositions.
With a continuous thaw front dip angle
of 13 to 1 5 O the sediments wouldbe thawed toa depth
of 90 m (depth of ice bonding noted in BH02) over a distance or 330 - 390 m from the thaw
break at the 1.5 to 2 m water depth. Thus there could potentially be thaw subsidence of up
to 10-15 rn over this short distance. It is more likely thatthe thaw front boundary shallows at

as
depth (not apparent on the presently available seismic sections due to limited penetration)
stable state thermal conditions are reached withlarge
the mass of deep permafrost (to depths
of 400 to 600 m). This sort of boundary edge is generally consistent with the inshore edge
of the basin feature observed on the seismic sections that are available at present. These
records indicate a rapid dropinto the basin to depths of6-10 m near the edge (melting of the
Unit C / KittigazuiVKidluit sediments)followed by a more gradual thickening of the basin toward
the offshore over the next1 to 2 km where the basin unconformity(U/CL) is typically at depths
of 13 to 18 m below the seabed.
The rapid subsidence (6-10 m) over the first 100 to 200 m of the basin structure provides a
significant sediment accommodationspace whlch acts as a sediment trap for the materials
being eroded from the retreating shoreline. This accommodation space would likely trap a

by traction load off the beach area
significant portionof the coarser sediments that are moved
by wave and current actions along with some of the fine sediments. The finer silt and clay
faction would be suspended in this process and predominantly transported further offshore,
depending on the wave and current action. This hypothesis is-generally consistent with the
seismic and borehole observations
in the region. This process would accountthe
foronlapping

t

acoustic horizons notedin Figure 24 in the nearshore area of the basin and Figure 20 in the
offshore region.
The other characteristic of the inshore basin sediments

are that throughout the region the

these materials is almost ubiquitous. The shallowgas
presence of shallow gas trapped within
trapped within these sediments masks acoustic penetration over virtually the entire basin and
of thearea.Initiallythesegaseswere
thusinhibitstheseismostratigraphicinterpretation
thought likely to
be methane or ethane in composition generated from decay of organics and/or
migration from deeperin the section. This interpretation was generally not confirmed by gas
testing of borehole samples however. The recent nearshore records such
as example Figures
24 and 25 suggest an alternate possibility. Within the200 to 500 m region offshore from the

upper
edge of the basin margin the seismics commonly show an acoustic window and the 15
to 20 m of this section is commonly virtually incoherent in acoustic character with many
hyperbolic reflections throughout this zone. These hyperbolics tend to be randomly distributed
withintheUnit

C andupintotherecentlydepositedUnit

B materials. Also, proceeding

offshore the hyperbolic reflections tend to rise in the section culminating in a gas masking
horizon in the offshore area where the onlapped finerclay
siltsequence
and
is seen just below
the seabed. Where, initially it was thought the gas resulted from decay of organics trapped

a significant portion
within the Unit B materials infilling the basin, these records suggest that

of
of these gases maybe from a source within the UnitC materials which are typically devoid
is postulated that the gases are actually primarily "air" that has been
ice and generally frozen Unit
C sediments thatis released as these
trapped within the massive
organic materials. It

material? thaw and migrate upward through the section. Initially these gasesescape into the
newly formed basin where the coarser faction Unit
B materials
seawater in the very nearshore
would accumulate. Once the finer materials begin to form silt and clay layering beyond the
onlap horizons these gases would become trapped beneath the more impervious (particularly

clay layers) horizons and .form the masking acoustic reflection zones seen on the seismic
sections in the area This explanation would account for the low methane concentrations
observed within the inshore basin that are derived from the borehole tests. To the authors
knowledge gas testing procedures have not commonly reported air (0, or CO,) free gas
contents within the cores which would still produce the shallowgas reflection characteristics
observed in this region. Tests of this nature wouldbe requiredto verify this postulation on new
cores or properly stored gas samples from previous cores in the region.

Theaboveparagraphsoutlinethethermodynamicreasonandthepresentlyinterpreted
depositional environmentfor the nearshore basin feature along the Mackenzie
Delta coastline.
Although this discussion describesthe current depositional and thermal environmentit does
not explain how these conditions
came to exist and particularly
why the offshore region beyond

6-8 m water depth has permafrost still existingvery near to the top of the Unit C sedimentary
materials. The following discussion subsection will attempt to bring this into perspective.
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lmpllcatlon on the Beaufort Sea Geological Modal
The data displayed and described
above has the following implications with
regard to the GSC
geological model for the Central Beaufort Shelf region.
Principally there is no significant change to the offshore stratigraphic section beyond 6-8 m
water depths with regard to the GSC model. The primary modification falls is in the shallow
water zone and this change
is totallya function of the extensive talik across approximately the
16-18 km wide inshore basin feature. First the Units C, D and E sediments within this basin

are unfrozen to depths in the order of80 to 90 m belowthe seabed which is a basic change
from the HAPF and stratigraphic APF (frozen) characteristics associated with the offshore
model for these materials. With this variationthe stratigraphic section is identical howeveras
far as can bedeterminedfromtheseismicandboreholedata.Secondly,theresulting
thermokarst subsidence in the basin has provided a huge catchment basin formation that is
currently thought to be the trapping area for most of the coarser grained faction of materials
that are being eroded from the shoreline and that may be brought down by the rivers. As a
result only fine grained materials are
transported to the offshore environments at present and
are being deposited mainly as Unit A marine day materials, predominantly in water depths
greater than15-16 m. The exception to this would be small amounts of coarser materials that

are transported by c
ie rafting as the grounded sea ice alongthe coastline breaks free in the
spring and drifts further offshore before melting. in itself this would likely represent only a
small proportion of the bottom fast ice each year as the majority would likely melt in placeor
in the nearshore zones.
TheinshoreHolocenedepositionalregimedoesnotcompletelyconformtothestandard
offshore modelbecause of this extensive catchment basin.For description purposeswe refer
to this environment as theBeaufort Sea InshoreThermokarstBasinModel.Theprimary
difference is the addition of the local basin scale thaw subsidence
of the basin which was not
occurring in the offshore regime during
It's transgression. Sediments infilling the basin primarily
conform to Unit B seismo-stratigraphic definition though entrainment of basal lacustrine and
or riverine materials (Unit C?) would still be likely within the basin on the U/CL unconformity
horizon, that are difficultor impossible to distinguish from UnitB materials.
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In this regionof the Mackenzie coastal plain the basinis continuing to subside and as a result
is continues to provide accommodation space for sedimentation (thus the onlapping seismoacoustic horizons seen on both onshore and offshore sides
of the basin). Thermal models on
continuing rates of degradationof the deeper permafrost wouldbe required to model ratesof
subsidenceinthecentralbasin(ifat
all). Atthesametime
it is believed that the basin
continues togrow wider with shoreline retreat and wavebase erosion to regions below
1.5-2 the

m ice freeze limits. Thus lateral growth along with continued subsidence provides additional
or generated through
deposition space for the new sediments transported into the region
shoreline erosion.
This inshore basin is clearly noted in the area directly to the north of Pullen Island, if
and
the

is correct, the Inshore Thermokarst Basin
assumption of shallowgas associated with this basin
is prevalent to the west as far as the mouth of the main western channels of the Mackenzie
River. Toward the east gas is prevalent throughout the inner portions of Kugmallit Bay and
along Tuk Peninsula at leastas far as the town of Tuktoyaktuk. Further east thegas appears
to be less prevalent and therefore the inshore basin model may not be appropriate for this
region. To the west along the Yukon coastline, gas is not prevalent andthis model probably
does not apply. These two regions are thought to represent areas that are not influenced by
the warm water outflow of theMackenzieandthereforerepresentcoastal
areas that are
primarily influenced by relative sea level rise only witha more restricted thaw front because
of the generally colder seawater temperatures.
A basic question that these observation raiseis that of why is the offshore boundary of this

basinatapproximatelythe

6-8 mwaterdepthlimit

(16-18

km fromshore),andwhat

environmental and/or physical changes occurred and at what point
in
time such
that this basin
two brief postulations are presented that may account

feature began to form. The following

for the formation of the inshore basin feature:
1

PriorLargeLake

or Embayment

It has been postulated that the basin was actually formed
as a large thermokarst lake or
side embayment of the Kugmallit Channel that was separated by a series of offshore

Barrier Islands that presently constitute theAkpak Plateau. The argument for thisis the
existence of Pullen Island, Breakers Shoal and the offshore permafrost (sub-seabed) high
“age74Lewis Geophysical COnEulling, 1993

region. Overall the argument against this scenario is that there is virtually no remnant
submarine high areas across the Akpak Plateau that are prevalent on the bathymetric
record which would indicate the existence of these barrier islands. The seabed rises
gentlyandcontinuouslytotheshorelinefrombeyondthe
15 mcontour.
Also the
inshore basin feature surrounds Pullen Island at present indicating at least that this island
was not a part of the offshore barrier group.If there had been significant barrier islands
across the Akpak Plateauit is felt that there would have be
to significant remnant highs
in the bathymetric record whichare not seen.

2

RSL ChangealongwithMackenzieDischargeVariations
It is postulated that in the region beyond the present day 6-8 rn depth contours, sea

levels rose rapidly across the shelf and that thesea water encroaching the shore was
primarily cold Arctic waters (approx
-1 "C)that did not significantly degrade the permafrost
table. During this time period (approx 2,500 to 6,000 yr's bp, Hill, 1991 modified RSL
c u m ) most or all of the warm water oufflow of the Mackenzie was bypassingthe shelf
areastotheeast
of the lkitTrough. A mechanismthatmayhaveresulted
in this
condition would have virtually all of the Mackenzie flow coming down the Main West
Channel and into the, Mackentie Trough. These waters would then mix with the
larger
volume of arctic waters within the deep trough basin and be cooled
to the point that
whenthesewaterscirculatedtotheeastern
shelf they did not cause significant

table. Evidence for this may be
the extreme sedimentation
degradation of the permafrost
rates within the inshore delta portion
of the Mackentie Trough which indicate upto 120

m of sediments deposited through the Holocene(Blasco, pers. cornm.).
8-8 rn water depth contour is a significant
The other major change associated with the
change in the rate of relativesea level rise that occurred approximately at the time that
this region would have been inundated. Figure 31is a revised Relative Sea Level curve

for the Beaufort Sea (reproduced and modified from Hill, 1991). This cuwe indicates a
significant slowingin the rate of sea level rise at approximately 3000 yrs bp. From 0 to
approximately 2100 yrs bp. the rate of sea level rise has been about0.32 mm/yr while
from 3000 to 6000 yrs bp the rate of rise was much faster at approximately 1.6 mm/yr.
Thisslowed,rate of sea level rise likely ahunts for an increase in the amount of
"75Lewis Gmpby6ical Consuliing,1QW
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erosional shoreline retreat that has occurred which would result in the decrease in
seabed slopes seen across the inshore basin region. Also the slower sea level
rise
would increase the exposure times of the underlying sediments to the warmer shallow
coastal waters and thus likely
Increase the propagationof the thaw front to considerable
depth.
Because of the observed steepnessof the thawfront (1 3-15 O ) within the present inshore
basin it is assumed that even though

RSL rates were approximately 5 times higher

before 2500 yrs bp. there must havebeen additional influences besides fastersea level
rise that affected the thawingof the permafrost during inundation. Thus it is likely the
some form of diversion of the warm Mackenzie waters during the middle Holocene was
occurring as well.
The other main aspect of this study has been that there is no observed discontinuity in the
stratigraphy from the onshore to offshore sections. This implies that the geologic sections are
continuous and thus should be of the same age.

. .

..

i

Concluslons
This study has outlinedthe existence of a major inshore thermokarst basin within the shallow
water section of the Mackentie Delta coastline. The thaw basin extends fromthe nearshore
zone at approximately0.5 to 1 km from shore where water depths exceedthe depth of winter
bottom fast ice(1.5 to 2 m of water) to a distance of 16-18 km from the shore. The thaw within
this talik extendsto a depth of 80-90 m below the seabed andthe thawing of the 60-70 rn of
sediments in the talikhasresulted in thermokarst collapse subsidenceof these sediments of
from 12 to 18 m throughout the basin. The sediments infilllng this basin
are Unit B marine
transgressional silts and
clays which are derived from erosional retreat of the shoreline and the
outflow of the Mackenzie river.
The inshore permafrost degradation thaw front dips to seaward from the basin edge
at
a dip
angle of between 13" and 15" and the resulting thaw subsidence of this boundary results in
a steep, well defined inshore boundary of the inshore basin. The offshore boundary

of the

Thaw Basin is not well defined at
this time becauseof the often unclear definitionof the basin

and thermokarst lake basins within the Akpak Plateau.
edge associated with offshore channel
Throughouttheinteriorportionsofthebasinfeaturetheacousticsection
is significantly
degraded by shallow gases trapped beneath the surficial siltand clay layering in the shallow
sediments. Gas samples from boreholes in the region do not indicate high concentrations of
methane or ethane gases within these sediments. It is speculated that these acoustic gas
masking concentrations may primarily represent "air" within the sediments that have been
released by the thawing of the underlying materials. These gases likely also include some
proportion of authogenic or petrogenic gases resulting primarily from the decay of organic
matter that is entrained within the UnitB sediments during their rapid deposition.
The basin has formed a significant catchmentarea for the sedimentary materials transported

into andthrough the area. We believethatthemajority of thecoarserfactionofthese
sediments are entrained within the basin
in the very neaishore region, just
after the initial and
major subsidence that occurs along the shoreline thaw front. The finer silt and clay factions
are transported In suspension load initiallyto the central portions of the basin that is thought
to be subsiding more Slowlybased on gentle onlap reflecting horizons seen along the onshore
and offshore edges of the basin. The very fine day materials are transported further to the
"pSBe78"
Lewis aeophysii conwllng,1993
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Recornmendatlons
From the interpretation models and seismic observation presented through this study the
following list of potential further study recommendationis presented:
1

of thecontinuedrate of subsidencewithinthebasin.
This
model should assumean angle of approximately 13-15" at the seabed for the thaw front
attheinshoreboundaryandwouldlikelyshallowwithdepth
as thermalcondition
for thelatentheat
of melting of the
equilibrated. Also themodelshouldaccount
permafrost c
ie which is apparently 15 to 20% by volume of the total sediment column
(possibly with a higher concentration near the top and decreasing with depth.

2

Getdetailedinformation on rates of sedimentationwithintheinshorebasin
(2 mm/yr
Solomon pers comrn assuming C14 residual effects etc) - from this make assumptions

Thermalmodellingstudy

regarding rates of basin subsidence less sea level rise assuming the seabedslopes are
in'a depth equilibrium conditions.

3

Look at sedimentationrates specifically withintheshore-edgepermafrostdegradation

zone -(first200-300 m of the inshore basin atthe thaw boundary) these potentially could
be in the range of cm/yr associated with the rapid thaw subsidence. This might
be
possible using diver ernplaced measurement stakes and looking at the region over
a
period of a few years.
4

Re-evaluategascontenttests

on inshorebasinsediments

-

itispossiblethat

the

"acoustically gassy" zones are not methane related but maybe "air" filled void spaces
resulting from release of air that was entrained in the ice and frozen sediments being
released on thawing. Should be looking at air filled voidspace within the sedimentsas
opposed to methane contents ??

5

The offshore boundary of the basin feature is currently poorly mapped on the acoustic
records. This relates to high variability in the seismic qualitiesof the offshore data sets
and the fact that only the local region of the pipeline corridor has been adequately
mappedinrelation to the InshoreThermokarst Basin interpretation model. A more
thorough review and mappingof the offshore data might be undertaken andit is felt that
p
a
g
e
"

Lewis Gaophysleal consulting, 1983

this would lead to the necessity
of additional survey lines in this region. (Note:
if the mid
early 70's Esso data sets (Huntec I think) could be located it may be possible to map
these area. Last reported use was O'Connor, 1985)
It was noted that the ubiquitous gas region of the inshore basin was not as prevalent in

6

the inner portionsof the southernArktos survey line into Mason Bay.
It therefore maybe

possible toobtain a continuousoffshoretoonshoreseismiclinetransectfromthe
KugmallitChannelregioninto
the shoreline.Thiswouldassistinconfirmingthe
continuity of the geological sections through this region. It would therefore be realistic
to attempt some survey lines in these regions to confirm if this is possible (alternately
spend some additional interpretation effort in this area using presently available data
though most is of lower quality)
Additionalinshore (Arktos Beta type)surveylineswithintheinshore

7

areas would be

useful i,nfurther definingthe permafrost thaw front. These lines should incorporate high

,

res multi tipped sparker data (salt baggedor tube sparker for use in fresh water)
as well
as boomer data to provide additional depthof penetration in order to attempt to define
be run obliquely to the
the deeper thaw front conditions. Survey lines should either
shorelineor preferaly atsurveyspeeds of approximately 0.5 knot (15 to 20 m per
minute) perpendicular to the shore to properly defineslope
the of the thaw front: Survey
should be conducted on both protected (slow retreat) and open (fast retreat) shorelines
and possibly within a therrnokarst lake to determine if differing thaw front slopes are
produced under the varying conditions. Also, survey lines onto outbuilding sand bars
might determine if local areas of permafrost aggradatiomare occurring as well. Ideally
25 to 50 rn line
these surveys shouldbe conducted in theform of a local grid survey with
be producedand
spacingsuchthat a 30 representation of 'the thawfrontcould
subsequently thermally modelled.
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outer shelf where they are depositedas the fine clay Unit A materials predominantly in water
depths of greater than 15 - 17 rn.
There has been no evidence observed to indicate a discontinuity
in the stratigraphic sections

this review of the seismicand borehole data
from the onshore to the offshore regions through
available in the region. Theseismic and borehole similarities in these sections strongly imply
continuityofthesections.Therefore
it is concludedthattheoffshoreUnit
C sediments
correlate to the onshore Kittigazuit and Kdluit Formation. The offshore Unit D and Unit E
sediments correlate with the marine clays and underlying sands that have been tentatively
defined as the Hooper Clays and Kendall Sand on the North Point borehole sections. Note:
because of stratigraphic relationships in the offshore we feel that these Hooper and Kendall
sediments below.Richards Island are not correlative with those at Rampton's type areas on
Hooper and Kendall Islands tothe west.
Since the onshore and offshore sectionsare stratigraphically correlative and therefore should
have been deposited contemporaneously there is a significant discrepancy in the presently
interpreted ages of oneor both of these areas. It is beyond the scope of the present study to
resolve which of these areas may be in error. It is suggested that the age and formation
mechanism of the Toker Pointtill(?)
diamict formation of the onshore section hold
may the key
to this discrepancy.
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APPENDIX B

Plpellne Corrldor Geotechnlcal Zone Conslderatlons
Along the pipeline corridor the section can be separated into six distinct zones based on the
seismic data and supported by the borehole data available at present. Within these

zones

(particularly zone3) the geotechnical characteristics could quite likely
be further subdivided on
a scale in the order of 100 to 200 m based on the highly variable structures within that area.

Kugmallit Channel
y5,'

Zone 1

Zone 2

Offshore zone km - to - within Kugmallit channel - 2-4 m of soft unit A 1- 30
kPa - >50% water content - overlying stiffer unit B materials 30-80 kPa with
Arne+ 1 3 4 2 c , 7
OutcroppingofUnit B withinKugmallitChannel - probable shear strengths in the
range of 30-100 kPa mixed silt sand and clay composition
local regions of

-

-

shallow gas and subsurface permafrost butbelow any region likely tobe affected

by trenching.
Offshore ridge
Zone 3

,G' 23
km - to - Compactedfirmsandsiceisshallowinthesectionin
some places
coming to within 4-8 m of the seabed particularly in the region km - to -. Highly
variablestrengthsandcompositionsparticularlywithinUnit

B infilledchannel

features in at km - to - ..... possible gravels at seabed km ...
Inshore Basin
13 . 3

Zone 4

km - to km

' of Silts and sandy silts of Unit B shear strengths in range
- region

of

to - kPa with variable composition silts, clays and occasional sandy zones.
Recent sedimentsof Unit B composition to thickness of typically greater than 5 m

I

and up to 15 m - soils are predominantly cohesive in character ahd there are no

-

local rggions of shallowgas are
indications of permafrost for considerable depths
apparentontheseismicsectionsbut
brings andCPTsindicated no blowout
zones
of unusual
weakness
and
therefore
gas
problems or anomalous
concentrations must be low but high enough to affect the seismic sections

1.3

13.3

Fromkm - to - theregion is acousticallymasked by shallow gas withinthe
section.Localareaofsandygravellyseabedkm
3 to 6 boreholesPS8801,

Zone 5

-

PS88SO8 and PS88SO2 (EBA) - gravels were reported by Gilbert 1990 based on
a sidescan and3.5 kHz profiler runin 89 from a launch operated from Nahidik (on
seabed grab sample showed gravels though not reported in boreholes) . From
borehole data the basin is filled with clay and silt primarily with a lenticular sand
bodyattheseabedasmentionedabove.Acousticsindicatevirtually
no
penetration throughout most of this region. Boreholes indicate basin contains
8 to
18 m of clays over an irregular U/CL unconformity surface.
&

Zone 5a inshore km 1-2a.s an acoustic window showing shallow gasses on both sides over
an area of - to - rn of unconsolidated Unit B materials - unconformity approx 5-6

m below seabed on inshore end and dips to
a basin at a thickness of 13 m at
approx km 1.6 and remains levet from there. Overlies 23 m of Unit C sands on 8
m of Unit D 'clays on top of Unit E, Kendall sands - sediments are unfrozen to
depths of at least 50 m through this zone based on seismics (possibly deeper
though not detected with the system used).
Zone 6

Shoreline to approximately 1 km along transect - frozen sands of Unit C (Kittigazuit
Formation) - ? borehole BH-8 inshore unfrozen to 15 m???
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